PEGGING INSTRUCTIONS
The corner sections of your awning are pegged in the same way on all Bradcot models. Corner
pegging utilises the “fixed clips” for the pegging ladders, pre-fitted at each corner and at each
doorway or removable panel.
NB At each corner extremity, double clips are fitted, the outer to serve as a means to peg, the
inner to attach to the frame, in both cases by attaching a tension “ladder”.
IMPORTANT – Always fit the foot of the frame through the “inner” pegging ladder for extra
security.
The detachable panels (illustrated below) are provided with a piping fitment sewn between the
splash wall and mud wall. This piping is the means with which to attach the “flexi-peg” clips. Each
awning is supplied with approximately twice the number of clips actually required to achieve
satisfactory pegging in normal conditions. If your awning is to be sited on a semi-permanent basis
(Residencia models only) the additional clips can be used for added security or, if relevant, to
provide additional anchoring on sections of your awning that are most exposed to prevailing winds.
The more clips and pegging ladders fitted, the better.
Key:

Side Panel

Front Panel

The “flexi-peg” clips ( ) are fitted by simply sliding them onto the piping fitment from one end (a
fixed clip is fitted at each end
) and positioning them where desired. When fitting the clips you
should ensure that they are fitted no more than 75 cms apart and, in particular ( ), one must
be positioned at the bottom of all vertical seams (as shown).
You may use as many clips as you feel are necessary, but we would not recommend fitting one
within a doorway whilst the awning is in use. This could interfere with safe passage through the
doorway in an emergency and could also result in damage to the door itself.
Should you require any additional clips, ladders, pegs or any other components, these are now
available by contacting Bradcot direct.
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